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Shout out loud to all NVP Commanders!
Welcome to NVP Newsletter issue #27.
We all know that on defence day, brave commanders of Pak
Army faced three times bigger force of rival but yet
succeeded victories because of their determination, faith,
team work, leadership and sharp focus. Pak Army left us a
lesson that "It's not about quantity but the quality and faith
that matters the most". NVP pays a grand salute to all martyrs
of 1965 war.
We are proud of NVP workforce who are reviving this legacy
and helping us make an enormous diﬀerence in the society.

NVP volunteers
Successfully complete

10,000+
volunteer hours

Diﬀerent teams of volunteers pooled their expertise in order
to revitalize manpower resources of Beneﬁciary Institutions;
like imparting modern technics, enhancing knowledge base,
building up creative websites and much more.
Each picture is telling a story, each word is full of expression,
each page is worth reading. Let us all geared up for a new
episode of Volunteerism.
Enjoy the read!
Aliroz Khowaja

2500+

Registered volunteers

35+

Registered Beneficiary Institutions

12,000+

Facebook Page Subscriptions

NVP has been established with the support of our Founding Partner,
The Coca-Cola Export Corporation, Pakistan Branch

25th Volunteer Orientation Session
25th Volunteer Orientation and 15th Volunteer
Appreciation session took place on 1st September.
New batch of volunteers were introduced with
NVP team and we found them full of spirit with
our vision. Also, they got a chance to build up their
connections with diversiﬁed participants during a
cup of tea.
All qualiﬁed volunteers were presented with
service letters and certiﬁcates upon completion of
volunteer tenure. They further shared their
personal experiences, learning and spiritual
essence they received during volunteer
assignments. At last, they did not say Good Bye to
NVP, rather were ready to take up new challenges.

Honor of RLCC participation in the session

RLCC has been operational since 1954. Up to the last decade, this organization was as a charity with little
emphasis on formal institutionalization of systems. The current management of RLCC has in recent years
focused on formalizing its structures and systems with a view to paving a path to sustainability. Project head
Hamida Rahman Khokhar and outreach department head Sana gave us honor to attend the session, meet and
greet with NVP volunteers

Malik Usama
Served as Robin
Food Distribution at
Robin Hood Army

I want to stretch out my gratitude to NVP. I have
been rendering my services to various NGOs of
Pakistan and later I joined NVP. I was set at Robin
Hood Army. I used to gather excess food from
restaurants of Karachi with my group and once in
a week, let say Sunday, that collected sustenance
was distributed among poor societies. When you
consider doing great deeds then God is alongside
with you all the time. I feel so blessed that all of
NVP Volunteers seated here are being chosen by
Almighty to serve the mankind, ‘We are chosen’.

Vikram Kumar

Served as Volunteer - Winter
Education Camp at SMB Fatimah
Jinnah School and as Rahbar
Mentorship programme
at The Citizens Foundation

My companion introduced me to NVP. I
began working with NVP and learned
numerous delicate aptitudes like correspondence, administration, collaboration
and arranging abilities from my involvement with SMB Fatima Jinnah School of
Zindagi Trust and The Citizens Foundation.
Such abilities can't be better educated at
any school/ college. This gratefulness
session isn't end of my services however
end of one good chapter; and ready to
begin new one soon.

What they Say
Syed Muhammad Ovais
Served as Rahbar Mentorship programme
at The Citizens Foundation

I was in a scan for a decent Volunteer open
door at any NGO yet couldn't discover any
individual to contact with. After at some
point I came to know about NVP and got
amazed by working strategy and how they
associate volunteers with Beneﬁciary
Institutions. In light of my advantage and
aptitudes, I was set at The Citizens Foundation. Truly, volunteerism feeds a man with
abilities that one must posses to get a
decent position in job market. It truly
develops identity, system and chances for
vocation development.

Farhan Rauf

Served as Winter Camp
Volunteer at Raana Liaquat
Craftsmen's Colony

My duration of services with Ra'ana Liaquat
Craftsmen's Colony is quite lengthy. I was
presented to new zones of discovering that
broadened my scope of thinking. I am
constantly accessible for RLCC in any sort of
venture in future. Finally, I might want to
prescribe every student and professional to
spare some time in volunteerism with NVP.

Dewa Academy
on-board with us
Dewa Academy is a school for Hearing Impaired (Deaf) kids began its
underlying working in 1965 and was set up with the name of DEWA at
Karachi in 1967. Spread over20,000 Sq. yds, DEWA now moving ahead as
Pioneering Institute of Higher Education for Special students aiming to
get charter for a State of Art University with INLCUSIVE EDUCATION as to
meet International Commitment of "Education for All" (EFA). Dewa
Academy is located in Karachi with its presence in Islamabad as well.

Dewa institute is seeking to evacuate 'dis'
from disability, and progressing in the
direction of the improvement of underprivileged and uncommonly able youngsters.

Proud moment for NVP Volunteers at closing ceremony of
Special Olympics Pakistan
See what the project manager of Special Olympics Pakistan has to say on closing ceremony of
Summer Camp
Dear National Volunteer Programme Volunteers,
Thank you so much for volunteering for The Third
Annual #YoungAthletes #SummerCamp #2018.
The #camp was executed perfectly and the
#YoungAthletes really loved working with you all.
We at SOP know that it was a lot of work, but we
don't think anyone could have done a better job.
We're so happy you all shared your time and talents
with us.

Achievement
Unlocked

We extend our thanks and congratulate to
each stakeholder of National Volunteer
Programme for helping us to conquer new
milestone of 10000+ Volunteer hours.
We wish NVP campaign sets and achieves
more targets towards its remarkable journey.
This milestone could have not been possible
without support of you all.
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NVP Volunteers showing off their talent
Volunteer Intern Sajid Ali showing oﬀ his talent at Behbud Association. He used to work as Marketing & Graphics Intern.

Group of two Volunteer Interns Muhammad Minhal Raza and Sidra Kanwal put their hearts to reinvent company
website of Society for the Rehabilitation of Special Children (SRSC)

Volunteer Interns enjoyed their fullest
while working on various positions at
Sehat Kahani

This newsletter is brought to you by NVP. For suggestions, queries and comments
please write to us at info@nvp.com.pk

